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About This Game

Omegalodon is a third-person multiplayer action game where players compete by attacking/defending the city. The Red Team is
comprised of police and soldiers armed with an array of military vehicles and explosive weaponry. The Green Team is

comprised of Omegalodon, a 100-foot shark monster, and the Enviros, equipped with a healing beam. The game plays like a
backward tower-defense game, but with free-roaming capability and fast-paced, realtime action.

Omegalodon's objective is a nuclear containment dome at the city center. The round will end if it is destroyed, the timer reaches
zero, or if Omegalodon dies.

Features

 Fully destructible environments

 Dozens of drivable vehicles including helicopters, cargo ships, and jets

 30-minute round-based multiplayer

 Dozens of simultaneous players

 Story elements will full voice acting

 Nine square miles of open world, spanning islands and cityscapes
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 A colorful, retro aesthetic
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Please buy it. I'll play it with you.

You can even be the shark.. Was a great game, but the community is butchered.

At the time of writing, there are 3 servers, each with 1 person.

That's 3 people currently playing this game, and none of them playing together.

It just isn't worth your money.. Game had so much of a future ahead, sadly it was left to rost. Rest in peace you little indie game.
I want to be able to recommend you buy this. I have played it for years and have had a lot of fun. But the community is
completely dead. I haven't seen another player on in months and the game does not have bots. Only buy this game if you plan on
playing it with friends, because that is the only way you can play it, unfortunately.. RIP community
. really fun i can't get enough of craching a plane into the monster or omegaladon. YES BY THES GAME RIGHT NOW PRES
BY FOR $9.99 Buy BUY BUY NOW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. This game seriously needs a reboot. Sadly, the community overlooked
this multiplayer gem! It is a game that quite honestly simulates a Godzilla attack where one person plays the rampaging beast
and every other player does their best to stop it! The players have opportunities to access other vehicles and such weaponry
while the beast can upgrade their attacks.

I had the fortunate event of playing it in its true form with a group of friends, but it did not last long as there are obviously better
games out there, but with the right delivery this can really stand above the ashes as a phoenix worth documenting. Please bring it
back!. The game was alot more active before, but now it's dead. No one plays it anymore.
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Jesus, I remember this game. Nerd played it and it looked so much fun!... but now, it´s sadly dead. Nobody plays it and it´s a
bummer.

RIP shark : 2013 - 2015. The game is nice but.... The Omegalodon has a WAAAAAY to long road, because no one wants to
help the shark so the Omegalodon has one teammate and 6 soldier enemys, that needs to be fixed, also soldiers stuff/vehicles is
way too op.

Thanks for reading. Not enough servers and if you get in a game, its friends playing together and they kick you. Worst
multiplayer ever and difficult to set bots. cool sandbox but no way to play multiplayer. good game but hard to get on a sever
with alot of people. It's an okay game, fun to mess around when there's not enough people for the actual game, the actual game
is pretty fun too. There's a decent amount of cars and helicopters, the city is pretty big too.
Only flaws are that the game can become a little repetive and you have to be on at the right time if you want a server with a
decent amount of players, the camera angle is also a little clunky which makes it harder to see what is ahead of you and also
there is no scoreboard or something to show your stats.
8/10. Great Game! Fun for all the family! No, seriously. A really fun game when your bored.. Okay. This game is great. I love
multiplayer, there's a chat, plenty of funny glitches, and a great gameplay. I'm recommending it because more people need to
play it. It's not very fun if you aren't on a server with multiple people. There is one ginormous issue that can be easily fixed: Not
everyone is on the same update. Most people are using 1.4, and 1.6 is released, and if another person is on a different version
than you, you can't join the server. It's amking the small player count even worse.
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